ANTHOLOGIES WITH STORIES BY ONE OR MORE POWYSES AND THEIR CIRCLE

Note: There are two separate files: Books and Articles ABOUT the Powyses, and this one.
Note: The following books are anthologies of stories by various authors. Collected by Bissell presumably for anthologies that include stories by one or more of the Powys or their circle. TF features most often.

Inscribed: “To Francis with love from Daddy, November 11, 1928.”

Contains: T.F. ‘The Key of the Field’.

No Want of Meat, Sir! 18 Stories. Edited by John Hackney.
Contains: T.F. ‘Make Thyself Many’.
Also ‘At Bay’ by James Hanley.

Contains: T.F. ‘Rosie Plum’.
Llewelyn Powys, ‘The Head of Man.’

An Anthology of Modern Short Stories. Edited by J.W. Marriott.
Contains: T.F. ‘Lady Louisa and the Wallflowers.’
Also: ‘The Butterfly’ by James Hanley.

London: Macdonald, 1947. (2 copies)
Contains: T.F. ‘Cousin Charlotte’.

London: Faber and Faber, 1949.
Also E. Myers, ‘Invasion.’

Contains: T.F. ‘I Came as a Bride’.
Also S Warner, from ‘The Corner that Held Them.’ David Garnett, from ‘Beany-Eye.’ Also Elizabeth Muntz,

*The West Country Magazine*. Edited by Malcolm Elwin. TF ‘The Race’; LJP ‘Hedgecock’; Valentine Ackland ‘Chesil Beach’ (poem) and ‘Whinbury Camp’ (poem)

*Living Authors: A Book of Biographies*. NY: H.N. Wilson, 1931. Includes potted biographies of LJP, JCP and TF